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Academic Score

Writing Issues

1. time where  -> time when Convection style

2. However  -> However, Punctuation typographical

3. .  -> ? Punctuation typographical

4. -> Grammar whitespace

5. thingsds  -> things Spelling misspelling

6. plannned  -> planned Spelling misspelling
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There was a time where  things were simple? However ; when they got complicated, the goals of the organization changed .  People started to look at
the product as if it were evolving, but it wasn’t. The goal of the organization is to service customers efficiently. But, thingsds  we’re not as plannned .
The people started kksks . The reason we have to jump on the board is onlt  four the best people to win the deal. Their  are things important to the
blue fense . Six years ago, in another somewhat futile attempt to reduce the backlog of resources I want  to share, I began this occasional “Ed Tech
Digest” post where I share three or four links I think are particularly useful and related to…ed tech, including some Web 2.0 apps. Education  is the
process is facilitating learning, or the acquisition sdof  knowledge, skills, values, beliefs, and habits. Educational methods include storytelling,
discussion; teaching, training, and directed research. Education frequently takes place under the guidance of educators, however learners may also
educate themselves. Education can take place in formal or informal settings and any experience that has a formative effect one  the way one thinks,
feels, or acts that maybe considered educational. The methodology of teaching is called pedagogy.



7. kksks  -> asks Spelling misspelling

8. -> Grammar whitespace

9. onlt  -> only Spelling misspelling

10. Their  -> There Grammar misspelling

11. fense  -> sense Spelling misspelling

12. want  -> wanted Grammar grammar

13. Education  -> Education Grammar whitespace

14. sdof  -> DOF Spelling misspelling

15. one  -> on Spelling non-conformance
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